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CHAPTER I 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
In preparation for this evaluation the writer 
made a study of research to determine what other Reading 
Programs have been evaluated and slso to discover those 
aspects of a Reading Program considered necessary and 
effective by experts in the field of reading •• 
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 
1. 
Harris said: 
The most important fact that has come out of 
nearly every reading survey has been the great 
amount of individual variation in the reading 
ability of pupils classified in the same grade • 
••• In secondary schools reading is not usually 
considered .a separate subject, but is included 
in the curriculum in English • 
••• In many secondary schools the only adminis-
trative procedure aimed directly at the improve-
ment of reading is the segregation of the poor-
est readers into special remedial classes, us-
ually scheduled as English classes. Such a 
procedure is beneficial to the remedial pupils, 
but neglects the large potentialities for im-
provement which the majority of the pupils 
possess. There is no good reason why the sys-
tematic effort to develop the reading ability 
of normal and superior readers should be re-
stricted to the elementary school. 
1. Harris, Albert J. How to Increase Reading Ability. New 
York: Longman's, G~en, and Company. 1940. PP·333-341. 
2. 
Durrell stated: 
A teaching· plan or procedure is by nature an 
experiment. To judge its success in the teach-
ing of reading, two factors must be considered: 
its efficiency in improving reading ability and 
its power to establish the desire for reading. 
' 
••• The following paragraphs, which describe the 
characteristics of an effective reading program, 
provide a composite picture of the practices ob-
served in the classrooms of many superior teac~ 
•••• A teacher may do effective work by combining 
only a few of the recommended practices or even 
by using only one in a superior fashion •••• l.The 
teacher is familiar with the individual differ-
e nces of her pupils •••• 2. The teacher has spec-
ific objectives for each child or each group of 
children in her class •••• 3. There is a definite 
plan for observation of pupil's growth in volun-
tary reading habits •••• 4. The teacher knows the 
books that are available to the children •••• 5. 
There is adequate provision for differences in 
the reading ability of the pupils •••• 6. The 
teacher has definite plans for motivation of 
reading •••• ?. There is full attention to growth 
in vocabulary •••• 8. Oral reading instruction is 
made effective by maintaining interest •••• 9. The 
instruction in silent reading is characterized by 
insight into many problems and needs •••• lO. There 
is training in oral and written recall •••• ll. 
There is definite instruction for improvement of 
study skills. 
3· 
Strang wrote: 
The all-school program for building better read-
ing habits is a developmental program. It aims 
to help all students progress toward maturity in 
reading. Such maturity involves a repertory of 
2. Durrell, Donald D. Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities. 
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book Co-zppany. 1940.p.4.' 
3. Stang, Ruth M. ''Improvement of Reading in High School". 
Teachers College Record, XXXIX:pp.l97-206 Dec<ember, 1937. 
reading skills, judgment in fitting the method 
and rate of reading to the purpose, the marriage 
ot reading and thinking, and the desire and 
ability to use reading to extend one's experi-
ence and to strengthen one's basis for thinking. 
With regard to the scope of a Reading Program she 4 • 
observed: 
If the reading of high school and college stu-
dents is to be improved, an all-school program 
must be planned which will provide for (1) 
attention to the development of the specific 
reading skills needed in every subject, (2) the 
discovery of students in need of special assist-
ance, and (3) professional diagnosis and treat-
ment of special reading difficulties. 
5. 
According to McCullough some of the faults in 
school Reading Programs productive of failure 
include: 
The fact that a peculiar carry-over from the 
origin of the American elementary school has 
distorted the reading program beyond any one 
teacher's ability to correct it. When the early 
elementary school took on the obligation to es-
tablish the foundations of higher learning, it 
naturally set the precedent of considering the 
reader below the age of twelve or fourteen as 
one king of creature and the reader of greater 
age as quite another. Before high school age 
one was expected to recognize words, to be able 
to analyze strange words, and to be able to read 
aloud accep~ably. Any question about what had 
been read, whether silently or o·rally, was not 
one of opinion (except Did you like the stor.y? 
to which only one answer could be given); nor 
was it a question of requiring the application 
of original thought. Answering the question in-
volved only the catechismic process of finding 
the exact place in the book where the wording 
4. Strang, Ruth M Problems in the ~rovement of Reading in 
High School and College. Lancaster, Pennsylvania: The 
Science Freas Printing Company. 1938. p. 100. 
5· McCullough, Constance M., Strand, Ruth M., and Traxler, 
Arthur E. Problems in the Improvement of Reading. 
New York: Me Graw Hill Book Company. 1946. p.95. 
of the question left off and giving the remain-
der as the answer (Where was Johnny? Johnny was 
in school.) This vras considered adequate prep-
aration for work in high school and college, 
where, suddenly, the student would be expected 
to use his head as he read. 
This divorce of the elementary program from 
the secondary, and of the secondary from the 
collegiate, has had many manifestations: and it 
is a temptation to say that none of them is good. 
The problems of the poor reader in high school 
and college are not unique, although they differ 
from those in elementary school in three impor-
tant respects: (1) the poor reading habits of 
high school and college students are more deeply 
established than the habits of elementary sbhool 
children and consequently are more difficult to 
revise; (2) their reading difficulty more fre-
quently involves reasoning and interpretation 
and far less frequently the mechanics of word 
recognition; and (3) there is a , dearth of suit-
able reading material of interest to adolescents 
who are seriously retarded in reading. 
SUGGESTIONS FOR ORGANIZING AN EFFECTIVE READING PROGRAM 
6. 
In this connection Betts commented: 
Developmental reading goals have been analyzed 
from many points of view. Each investigation 
has contributed to professional understanding 
of the nature of reading instruction. Each has 
emphasized the desirability of a comprehensive 
and balanced program to promote pupil indepen-
dence and versatility. 
Reading skills, techniques, etc. can be classi-
fied and reclassi:f'ied ad naseum. Long lists can 
(and have been) extended to cover more than five 
hundred "specific 11 learnings. · While analyses 
and classifications do call attention to the 
complex nature of the reading process these 
"isolated" lists of learnings can be overempha-
sized. The important consideration is the de-
velopment of pupil competence in the reading 
facet of language. 
6. Betts, Emmet. Foundations of Reading Instruction. New York: 
American Book Company. 1954. pp.84. 
4. 
7. 
Blair wrote: 
Since each school faces situations which are 
unique in some respects, it is difficult to 
set up in advance and apart from the specific 
fact a program which would be ideal. Never-
theless, there are some basic principles which 
have wide applicability if it is to be success-
ful. A few of them are summarized as follows: 
(1) Reading improvement classes should not be 
labled "remedial", but should be given titles 
which would in no wise stigmatize the pupils. 
(2) Remedial Reading activities should be made 
a part of the regular school program, rather 
than an appendage thereto. Scheduling reme-
dial work before or after school hour-s or 
during activity periods is a very questionable 
practice. (3) The special assistance given a 
pupil should be extended as long as he needs 
it and can profit from it. Hence provision 
for reading instruction should be made avail-
able at all grade levels of the high school. 
{4) If courses are offered in remedial reading 
or special English classes regular credit 
should be given for the work done. 
8. 
Cole said: 
It is essential for individual work that all 
exercises be self-administering and self-scoring. 
It is only by this arrangement that the teacher 
can be free to do diagnostic work as needed, to 
give tests to children who are ready for them, 
and to help pupils who are in difficulties. 
Moreover, by this technique the children learn 
to manage themselves; they develop self-control, 
self-direction, and self-criticj.sm. Such an 
arrangement puts an end to the prolonged imma-
turity which is the chief cause of poor reading 
for many children. 
7. Blair, Glenn. Diagnostic and Remedial Teaching in Seconda~ 
School. New York: The Macmillan Company. 1956. pp.l68-9. 
8. Cole, Luella. The Improvement of Reading. New York: 
Farrar and Rinehart Incorporated. 1938. pp.332-3. 
Concerning the effectivemess of Training Films in 
9. 
improving reading ability Perry commented: 
The FILMS, therefore, develop their progress-
ive speed by making fewer pauses. The first 
films start with a phrase which the poorist 
reader, who can still be called mediocre, may be 
expected to absorb-ten clear units of type with 
much overlap. The speed is 180 words per min-
ute. This may be faster than the poorest reader 
would spontaneously read the material. The dif-
ference lies in regression, a luxury which the 
reader is denied from the outset. Your poorest 
readers will find this denial frustrating; your 
best readers will find the narrow phre,se and low 
speed frustrating. Ask them both to bear with 
you: the poorest readers must discover that 
they can gather meaning withour regression; 
your better readers must submit to the regular 
training of the early films in order not to 
break down in confusion on the last films. 
Should some of your better students doubt this, 
let some of them try Film Sixteen while others 
observe their eyes. 
Regarding a mechanical device, a rate pacer, 
10. 
Simpson said: 
Few adults read as rapidly as their mental 
capacity permits. The average adult reads ma-
terials of ordinary difficulty at a speed of 
about 250 words per minute.. With sui table train-
ing, most of them easily could learn to read at 
more than double this rate •••• The poor reader is 
usually a word-reader. He reads only one word 
at a time. When he reads silently, he still em-
ploys oral reading habits •••• The chances are 
that this poor reader will also regress as he 
reads- that is, move his eyes back to reread 
words •••• The main function of the Accelerator 
9. Perry, William G. Instructor's Manual Harvard Universi~ 
Reading Course. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard 
University Press. 1949.p.ll. 
10. Simpson, Elizabeth A. Manual of Operation for SRA Reading 
Accelerator. Chicago, Illinois ·: Science Research Associates. 
1951. pp. 6-10. 
6. 
--
is to force the reader to make increasingly fewer 
fixations per line of print. It does this by means 
of a shutter which descends over readi ng material 
at a selected speed or rate of reading •••• The Accel-
erator also trains the reader to concentrate. It 11 
does-Bo in two ways. First, because the Accelerator ' 
trains him to read in larger thought units, the 
reader gets a better understanding of what he is I 
reading. This better understanding makes it easier 
for him to concentrate. second,because the machine's 
shutter paces the reader, it challenges him to II 
read faster. The moving shutter presents a concrete 
standard of performance which the reader seeks. to 
equal or exceed.Thua, his interest in improved 
reading is stimulated, and his concentration is 
increased. 
Lastly, in connection with mechanical devices, in 
11. 
particular the tachistoscope, Taylor wrote: 
11. 
One o f the best ways to train "seeing" is through 
controlled exposure or tachi stoscopic techniques. 
The tachistoscopic principle involves the pres-
entation of a series of timed exposures, generally 
ranging from 1 second to 1/100 of a second. These 
short exposures cause the trainee to "reach out 11 
visually in an aggressive manner, to react to 
and apprehend with more attention what was seen, 
to form a more vivid mental impression of the 
visual stimuli, and to organize the material in 
such a way a.s to prolong its retention •••• Some 
of the more common applications have been: in 
the armed services, to train fast a nd accurate 
observation of planes, ships,etc., in remedial 
reading , to train e f ficient word recognition and 
Taylor, Stanford E. Timex Manual Educational 
Developmental Laboratories, Incorporated. Huntington, 
New York: Educational Developmental Laboratories, Inc. 
1955· pp.l-3-
.e 
e 
' ' 
• 
and increase the span of apprehension, and to 
enrich vocabluary, to teach spelling, in math-
ematics; to develop rapid apprehension of number 
combinations, in art education; ··.t"tt -orthorpics; 
in business education; to develop ··racili ty in 
shorthand and typing; in physical education, for 
rapid reco&n+tion of foot ball formations; and in 
various other sub ject areas, for rapid recognition 
and res~onse drills. 
I GEJ\1ERAL COMMENTS ON ·READI NG I N Th'E SCHOOLS 
Dolch 
14. 
12. 
Bond a nd Wagner observed: 
A good reading program implies an organized 
sequence of learning in whi ch the child actively 
plans the way by which he will use the results 
of reading and through which each child progresses 
at a rate proprtional to his present status and 
potentiality. 
13. 
said: 
All through the school system we are constantly 
making the mistake of asking children to study 
material -that they cannot read. Thus learning 
is blocked and repeated frustration set up. The 
children must learn to read before they can learn 
to study •• · •• What habits shall we teach? (I) The 
habit of learning the meaning of every word. (2) 
The habit of understanding every sentence. (3) 
The habit of understanding the thought structure. 
He previously stated: 
Not long ago the poor· reader was' pratica.lly 
unknown i n High School. Such a pupil had practi-
cally no chance to get through the elementary 
T2~- Bond," Guj" t:. ,·and wagner, Eva B. T~~~g.b,~_:gg__',tt_~.-Child 
to Read.New York: The Macmillan Company. 1950.p.82. 
13. Dolch, Edward. Psychology,_.§:_p.d_J.e.achin_B._Q_f Read.ing. 
Champaign, Illinois:The ~rrard Press. 195l.p.447. 
14. • ••••••••••• J'..KQJ?lems in Reading. Champaign, Illinois: 
The Garrard Press. 1948. p.l89. 
~ .. 
• 
grades. Nowadays he cannot quit school and he 
passes through the grades because we object to 
the maladjustment caused by continual retardation •. 
Therefore the high school gets the poor reader •. 
15. 
Center and Persons wrote: 
Today the High School student body incluses the 
retarded reader and the brilliant, efficient 
reader with mature reading skills. Between are 
the pupils with mentality and reading skill in 
the average bracket. If American Society coula 
see the possibilities of these cross sections 
housed in High Schools and support administration 
charged with the direction of the High schools 
in their efforts to give democracy a trial, 
society's investment of millions of dolla:bs 
would give comparable results in terms of social 
progress. 
Not much research on the evaluation of secondary 
school reading programs was available to the writer due 
perhaps to the comparative newness of the instigation of 
such programs and the individuality of each program as 
suited to the needs of the individual school • 
-15. Center, Stella s., and Persons, Gladys L. Teac~ing 
High School Students to Read. New York: D.Appletoh-
Century Company. 19377:P-~ 134.-
CHAPTER II 
CH..U'TER II 
DESC RIPTION OF THE PROGRAM 
ESTABLISHI"''ENT OF THE READING PROGRAM 
The Reading Program is developmental inpature and 
is designed to offer help in the improvement of reading to 
all studenta from the ninth to the twelfth grade. The 
objectives of the program are two-fold; first, to assist 
students in improving their reading skills, specifically 
in the areas of vocabulary development, speed of reading, 
and level of comprehension, and second, to encourage wider 
reading and greater appreciation. 
The community, an economically priviledged one, and 
the school administration believed that there was a need 
for effort to improve reading ability in the High School. 
Approximately 97 percent of the student body continues its 
eduction after high school, predominantly in four year 
college work. 
SCHEDULING 
Students are scheduled for reading classes at the 
suggestion of their deans or teachers. They may be sched-
uled by their own desire to take the course, or at the re-
quest of their parents. No subjeqt class time is lost, 
instead, students give up two study hall periods each week 
for eighteen weeks to take the course. 
10~ 
/ 
There are twelve sections of these classes meeting 
twice each week. They are divided roughly into Remedial, 
Developmental, and Speed classes determined by the reading 
ability of the students. It is important to note that all 
classes are called Speed Reading Classes to avoid stigma-
tizing students in any way. In the past two years approx-
imately 25 percent of the twelve hundred students in the 
high school have been enrolled in the reading program each 
year. 
students are grouped according to the following 
criteria: first, those students whose reading scores fall 
below the 25th percentile are considered remedial, those at 
the 50th percentile are considered developmental, and those 
at the 75th percentile are considered speed readers. The 
present grade of the student may determine his group also, 
and all scheduling is, of course, subject to the student's 
general scheduling in content areas. 
TESTING 
At the beginning of the course, students in the 
ninth and tenth grades are given a form of the English 
Cooperative Reading Comprehension Test, Lower Level, and 
students in the eleventh and twelfth grades are given a 
Higher Level form. The results of these tests are pre-
sented in Independent School norms, which determine the 
11 
. f Boston University 
Schoo l of Educat ion 
Library: 
grouping of classes, along with the results of previous 
reading tests as shown on the student's record. Another 
form of the Reading Comprehension Test is given at the end 
of the course. 
All students entering the course are given a timed 
reading test from the 3Science Research Associates Better Reacting 
Book, number three, to obtain reading rate and comprehension 
at ninth-tenth grade level. This test also is compared with 
a similar test of rate from the same book at the end of the 
course. 
A diagnostic spelling test of fifty words is also 
given at the beginning of the course. This test consists 
of twenty-five words commonly misspelled by high school 
and college students and twenty-five words which employ 
five basic generalizations of spelling, viz., the rule of 
silent final e, changing "y" to "i", "i" before "e", and 
the rules for doubling final consonants of one and two 
syllable words. At the end of the course students are 
given another spelling test which consists of the same first 
twenty-five words, and different words employing the spell-
ing generalizations. 
All test information is recorded on an Individual 
Reading Record which is maintained by the student and kept 
for the period of the cours.e in a folder for each particular 
section. The student re.cords his reading rate and compre-
hension score for all the exercises he does in the work of 
ra. 
the course. Also on this sheet is a list of the books the 
student has used for "Alarm Clock Technique" which will be 
explained later, as well as a list of all books read during 
the course outside of classroom reading. The Individual 
Reading Record is a progress sheet and, along with other 
materials kept in the folder, gives the student a picture 
of his progress through the various exercises and phases of 
the course work. Students are encouraged to compare them-
selves only with themselves, and, for the percentile scores 
of the Reading Comprehension Test, to compare themselves 
with Independent School norms for their grade. A certain 
amount of classroom competition naturally enters the work, 
but it has the atmosphere of a desire to reach general 
standards rather than merely to do better than one's 
neighbor. 
Y.LATERIALS 
The materials used in the course are designed to 
develop skill in the three areas of reading mentioned, viz., 
vocabulary, speed, and comprehension. 
Vocabulary - No lists of words to be studied are 
given to students, but those who wish to study words by 
looking them up in the dictionary and memorizing them are 
available. The approach to vocabulary building in the course 
is to spend three or four periods in a study of Latin and 
Greek roots, prefixes, and suffixes with exercises in 
determining the literal meaning of words from th~rr roots and 
affixes and discussion of their meaning in common use. 
Other materials used for vocabulary building are the 
film strips of words and phrases connected with the 
tachistoscope exposures. The words in these film strips 
range from seventh grade to high school and college level 
words and are discussed during exposure period for meaning, 
structural analysis, and usage. 
Before each showing of the films in the Harvard 
Reading Course Films a discussion of certain words which 
appear in the text of the film is held. It is suggested to 
students that a section of their notebooks be kept to record 
words learned and discussed in any work done. 
Speed - The materiais used for improving speed of 
reading are; Science Research Associates Better Reading 
Books, Number~ two and three, Efficient Reading, MCCall-Crabts 
Test Lessonsin Reading, the Harvard Reading Course Films and 
Selections for Improving Speed of Comprehension, the words 
and phrases of the film strips used with the tachistoscope, 
the "Shadowscope" reading accelerators, and materials of light 
fiction or easy non-fiction which students select for use at 
home with "Alarm Clock Technique", i.e., the exercise sugges"tr 
ed for daily practice in speed in which the students read 
recreatory material for fifteen minutes using an alarm clock, 
recite outloud what they have read, and note the number of 
pages read. 
The materials mentioned above range in level of 
difficulty from very easy to very difficult or from a grade 
level of sixth grade to college level. The particular level 
of difficulty emphasized is dependent upon the present level 
of reading ability of the student and the rate of progress 
in the course. In all exercises either a stop watch is used 
by the teacher who records the time in minutes and seconds 
on the blackboard, or all students begin reading at the same 
time and check their reading time from a clock on the wall. 
All materials used except the reading matter selected by the 
student for home use have tables for converting time to rate, 
that is words per minute, or a specified time is allowed to 
complete the exercise. Further, all materials except the 
McCail-Cr8;bbs Test Lessons in Reading and the Harvard 
Reading Course Films Comprehension Checks have their ovm 
answer sheets. The answers for the Films are arrived at 
through discussion. Having the materials ~ speed in this 
independent form permits the students to read at varying 
levels of difficulty and at a wider range of reading rates. 
COMPREHENSION - All the materials mentioned above 
for speeded reading are used also for help in improving 
comprehension since everything read in the course is follow-
ed by a test of te.n . or more questions. The nature of these 
J 
questions may be simple recall, main idea, or inference. In 
some instances, particulary in the case of the Harvard Films, 
15. 
• 
the questions are frequently read before the film is seen so 
that students will be looking for particular answers as they 
read. In all cases of the Harvard Course materials, the 
Films and the Supplementary Selections, the material is dis-
cussed, background of the subject matter is given, and vocab-
ulary words considered difficult are discussed and analyzed. 
Exercises are given in oral and written recall using 
short paragraphs from Following Printed Trails. In these 
exercises paragraphs are read to the students and they are 
asked to recite the main idea of the selection and as much 
supplementary detail as they can recall. Also, the same 
technique is used in having the students write the main idea 
and supplementary detail. Further, students are' given short 
paragraphs to read, then told to close the book and write 
the main idea and supplementary details. 
There is also an exercise in determining equivalent 
statements. Students are given sheets with quotations, 
proverbs, and paragraphs from books and are asked to choose 
from two statements one which says the same thing in effect 
as the quotation. The degree of variation is wide for the 
first few quotations and equivalent statements but becomes 
narrower and more subtle as they progress. 
Another exercise for improving comprehension is 
I 
precis writing. An explanation of paraphrasing and abstract-
' ing is given, and an example of a good precis is made. Then 
' students write their own precis for several short selections 
16. 
on a work sheet. 
An explanation of the SQ3R (Survey, Question, Read, 
Recite and Review technique for social study reading is 
given and a demonstration from a history book is made. 
Work is done in analogies. About one hundred are 
given to students and discussed, and they are of increasing 
subtlety in their relationships. 
Also an exercise in finding out the author's purpose 
is given. Several paragraphs are given to the students and 
they are asked to state the purpose they believe the author 
had in writing the selection. 
GE~~L COMMENTS 
Since the objective of the Reading Program is not 
only to improve reading and study skills, but also to 
encourage wider and more diversified reading there are 
periods set aside in the course for free reading. During 
these periods, perhaps two or three in the course, students 
may read whatever they wish. They do not have to time them-
selves or answer questions about what they have read. There 
are books and magazines available in the Reading classroom. 
The school is equipped with an excellent library, consequent-
ly the amount of this material in the classroom is not great. 
Before Christmas recess and Easter recess students in all 
sections of the course are brought to a room just beyond the 
library where new books .and books found popular among 
~~ 
students are on special display so that students may pick 
up books, look them over, and take them out apart from the 
regular library procedure. The materials in the classroom 
for free reading are short selections and anthologies of 
poems, short stories and articles which may be read easily 
and quickly. This material permits students to read on 
their own if they have finished the exercises of the day 
and still have ten or fifteen minutes before the class is 
over. Also, there are lists of books for recommended 
reading on the bulletin board and jackets of books in vari-
ous fields and types of fiction. 
The results of the program aa measured by the testa 
are presented in the next chapter. 
1~ 
CHAPTER III 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The data were analyzed to measure the effect of the 
program on reading and spelling achievement both semesters 
of years 1955-56 and 1956-57. 
Table I shows the comparison of mean percentile scores 
at the beginning and close of the first semester 1955-56 
for the total reading test. 
TABLE I 
COMPARISON OF MEAN PERCENTILE SCORES FIRST 
SEMESTER 1955-56 FOR TOTAL READING TEST. 
Test Number Mean S.D. S.E.mean Diff. S.E.Diff. C.R. 
Initial 44 61.45 21.42 3.23 
4.66 11.35 2.44 
Final 44 72.80 22.25 3.36 
The mean percentile score on the initial reading test 
was 61.45 compared with 72.80 on the final test. The 
critical ratio of 2.44 shows this was not a statistically 
significant difference. There are 98 chances in 100 that 
this is a true difference in favor of the final test. 
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e Table II shows the comparison of initial and final per-
lcentile scores on the vocabulary test for the first semester 
,1955-56. 
TABLE II 
II 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL VOCABULARY 
TESTS - FIRST SEMESTER 1955-56. 
I Test Number Mean S.D. S.E.mean Diff. S.E.Diff. C. R •j 
1
1
Ini t ia 1 44 55.42 17. 4 7 2.63 
.so 3.64 • 13 I 
1Final 44 55.92 16.8 2 2.53 
The mean percentile for the initial vocabulary was 55.42 
~ compared with 55.92 for the final. The critical ratio of .13 
!shows this difference was not statistically significant. 
Table III shows the comparison of mean percentile scores 
1for the initial and final speed tests for first semester 
11955-56. 
Test 
Initial 
I 
TABLE III 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL SPEED 
T~STS - FIRST SEMESTER 1955~56. 
Number Mean S.D. S.E.mean Diff. 
44 57.00 22.57 3.40 
10.50 
S.E.Diff.C.R. 
4.75 2.21 
.Final 44 67.50 22.03 3.32 
The mean percentile score for the initial speed test was 
57.00 compared with 67.50 for the final. The critical ratio 
'lof 2.21 shows this difference was not statistically signifi-
1 
cant. The chances are 96 in 100 in favor of the final test. 
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Table IV s h ows the comparison of mean percentile scores 
on the initial and final comprehension tests for the firs t 
semester 1955-56. 
Test 
Initial 
Final 
TABLE IV 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL COMPREHENSION 
TESTS - FIRST SEMESTER 1955-56. 
Number Mean S.D. S.E.mean Diff. S. E .Diff. 
44 70.70 23.06 3. 48 
C.R. 
9.72 4.65 2.09 
44 80.42 20.41 3.08 
The mean percentile score for the initial level of camp-
rehension was 70.70 compared with 80.42 on the final. The 
jcritical ratio of 2.09 shows this was not a statistically 
significant difference. There are 96 chances in 100 that 
I 
t his 1 
I 
lis a true difference in favor of the final test. I 
II Table V shows the comparison of mean percentile scores on,l 
' 
I 
the initial and final total reading tests for the second 
semester 1955-56. 
Test 
Initial 
Final 
TABLE V 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL TOTAL 
READING TESTS - SECOND SEMESTER 1955-56. 
Number Mean S.D. S. E .mean Diff. S.E.Diff. 
71 81.50 19.8 6 2.36 
8.58 2.80 
71 90.08 12.73 1. 51 
C.R. 
3.06 
The mean percentile score for the initial to tal reading 
test was 81.50 compared with 90.08 for the final test. The 
critical ratio of 3.06 shows this to be a statistically 
significant difference. 
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Table VI shows the comparison of the initial and f i nal 
I 
mean percentile scores for vocabulary test for the second 
semester 1955-56. 
TABLE VI 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL VOCABULARY 
TEST - SECOND SEMESTER 1955-56. 
li Tes t Number Mean S.D. S.E.mean Diff. S.E.Diff. 
76.35 21.53 2.56 71 
C.R. 
II Initial 
3.90 3.27 1.191 !Final 71 80.25 17. 17 2.04 
The percentile for the initial vocabulary mean score test 
was 76.35 compared with 80.25 for the final. The critical 
!ratio of 1.19 shows this difference was not a statistically 
1 signi~icant difference. There are 76 chances in 100 that this 
,I 
1is a true difference in favor of the final test. 
I Table VII shows the comparison of mean percentile scores 
l for the initial and final speed tests for the second semester 
11955-56. 
I 
TABLE VII 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL SPEED 
TESTS - SECOND SEMESTER 1955-56. 
II 
Test Number Mean S.D. S.E.mean Diff. S.E. !D iff. C. R . I 
Initial 71 76.30 22.15 2.63 
4.0 ) 12.30 3.01 
Final 71 88.60 12.27 1. 46 
The mean percentile score for the initial speed test was 
76.30 compared with 88.60 for the final. The critical rat i o 
of 4.09 shows that this was a statistically significant 
ifference. 
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e Table VIII shows the mean percentile score for the II 
initial and final 1 eve 1 o f com p r e hens ion t e s t s for t he s e con d II 
I semester 1955-56. 
TABLE VIII 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL COMPREHENSION 
TESTS - SECOND SEMESTER 1955-56. 
Test Number Mean S.D. S.E.mean Diff. S.E.Diff. c. R ·I 
I 
Initial 71 85.50 16.61 1. 97 
2.9 J 6.74 2.30 
Final 71 92.24 9.99 1.19 
The mean percentile score of the initial test was 85.50 
compared with 92.24 on the final. The critical ratio of 2 o 93 I 
shows this to be a statistically significant difference. There 
~ are 98 chances in 100 that this is a true difference in favor I 
of the final test. 
II Table IX shows the comparison of mean percentile scores 
1for the initial and final total reading tests for the first 
I jsemester 1956-57. 
TABLE IX 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL TOTAL 
READING- FIRST SEMESTER 1956-57. 
I 
tTes t Number Mean S.D. S.E.mean Diff. S.E.Diff. C.R. 
!Initial 116 64.90 24.07 2.23 
18.35 2.8 3 6. 48 
Final 116 83.25 18.96 1. 7 5 
The mean percentile score for the initial to tal reading 
test was 64.90 compared with the final score of 83.25. The 
( ritical ratio of 6. 48 shows that this difference was sta-
tistically significant. 
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I Table X shows . the comparison of initial and final mean 
I percentile scores for the vocabulary test for the first 
semester 1956-57. 
TABLE X 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL VOCABULARY 
TESTS - FIRST SEMESTER 1956-57 
Test Number Mean S.D. S.E.mean Diff. S.E.Diff. C.R. 
1
Initial 
Final 
116 54.60 23.03 
116 67.30 23.42 
2.14 
2.18 
12.70 3.05 4.16 
The mean percentile score for the initial vocabulary test 
was 54.60 compared with 67.30 for the final. The critical 
ratio of 4.16 shows this difference to be statistically 
!Significant. 
I 
I Table XI shows the comparison of initial and final mean 
f ercentile scores for the speed tests for the first semester 
1!1..956-57. 
Test 
Initial 
Final 
TABLE XI 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL SPEED 
TESTS - FIRST SEMESTER 1956-57. 
Number Mean S.D. s.E.mean Diff. S.E.Diff. 
116 55.60 23.33 2.17 
26.25 2.80 
116 81.85 19.05 1. 77 
I 
c. R. II 
9.38 ! 
U The mean percentile score for the initial speed test was 
r 5.60 compared with 81.85 of the final test. The critical 
ratio of 9.38 shows this difference was statistically 
significant • 
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Table XII shows the comparison of the mean percentile 
scores for the initial and final level of comprehension tests 
for the first semester 1956-57. 
TABLE XII 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL COMPREHENSION 
TESTS -FIRST SEMESTER 1956-57. 
Test 
Initial 
Number Mean S.D. S.E.mean Diff. S.E.Diff. C.R. 
116 74.20 24.59 2. 28 
13.33 2.69 4.96 
Final 116 87.53 15.26 1.42 
The mean percentile score for the initial comprehension 
test was 74.20 compared with 87.53 for the final. The critical 1 
ratio of 4.96 shows that this difference was statistically 
significant. 
Table XIII shows the comparison of initial and final total ~ 
reading mean percentile scores for the second semester 1956-57. 
TABLE XIII 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL TOTAL 
READING TESTS - SECOND SEMESTER 1956-57. 
Test 
Initial 
Number 
113 
Mean S.D. S.E.mean Diff. S.E.Diff. C.R. 
73.35 20.85 1. 96 
6.15 2.73 2.25 
Final 113 79.50 20.19 1. 90 
The mean percentile score for the initial total reading 
scores was 73.35 compared with 79.50 for the final test. The 
critical ratio of 2.25 shows that this difference was not 
statistically significant. There are 96 chances in 100 that 
this difference is true and in favor of the final test. 
25 
Table XIV shows the comparison of the mean percenti l e 
1scores for the initial and final vocabulary tests for the 
second semester 1956-57. 
Test 
Initial 
Final 
The 
TABLE XIV 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL VOCABULARY 
TESTS -SECOND SEMESTER 1956-57. 
Number Mean S.D. S.E.mean Diff. S.E.Diff. 
113 71.20 22.37 2.10 
5.35 2.76 
113 76.55 19.06 1. 7 9 
mean percentile score for the initial vocabulary 
C.R. 
1. 94 
test 
was 71.20 compared with 76.55 on the final. The . critical ratio 
of 1.94 shows this difference was not statistically significant J 
There are 94 chances in 100 that this is a true difference in 
favor of the final test. 
Table XV shows the comparison of the initial and final 
percentile scores for the speed tests for the second semester 
1956-57. 
TABLE X..V 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL SPEED 
TESTS - SECOND SEMESTER 1956-57. 
Test Number Mean S.D. S.E.mean Diff. S.E.Diff. C.R. 
1 Initial 113 73.50 22.82 2.15 
1 6.75 2.97 2.27 
Final 113 80.25 21.75 2.05 
The mean percentile score for the initial speed test was 
73.50 compared with 80.25 on the final test. The critical 
ratio of 2.27 shows this difference was not statistically 
! significant. There are 96 chances in 100 that this is a true 
4lt difference in favor of the final test. 
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Table XVI shows the comparison of initial and final 
percentile scores for the level of comprehension tests for the 
second semester 1956-57. 
TABLE XVI 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL COMPREHENSION 
TESTS - SECOND SEMESTER 1956-57. 
Test 
Initial 
Number Mean S.D. S.E.mean Diff. S.E.Diff. C.R. 
113 77.00 19.13 1.80 
1.10 2.57 .43 
Final 113 78.10 19.51 1.84 
The mean percentile score for the initial comprehension 
test was 77.00 compared with 78.10 for the final. The critical 
ratio of .43 shows that this difference was not statistically 
significant. There are 32 chances in 100 that this is a true 
difference in favor of the final test. 
Table XVII shows the comparison of the initial and final 
scores for the reading rate and comprehension tests for the 
1first semester 1955-56. TABLE XVII 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL READING RATE 
AND COMPREHENSION TESTS - FIRST SEMESTER 1955-56. 
Test Number Mean S.D. S.E.mean Diff. S.E.Diff. C.R. 
Rate 
I Initial 25 209.68 50.67 10.13 I' 
63.60 21.14 3.01 
Final 25 273.28 92.77 18.55 
Score 
Initial 25 58.64 15.70 3.14 
8. 28 4.56 1.82 
Final 25 66.92 16.56 3.31 
The mean scores for the initial reading rate test was 
209.68 compared with 273.28 for the final. The critical ratio 
4lt I of 3.01 shows this difference was statistically significant. 
27 
The mean score for the initial comprehension test was 
58.64 compared with 66.92 for the final. The critical ratio of 
1.82 shows that this difference was not statistically signifi-
cant. There are 92 chances in 100 that this is a true dif-
ference in favor of the final test. 
TABLE XVIII 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL READING RATE AND 
COMPREHENSION SCORES - SECOND SEMESTER 1955-56. 
Test Number Mean S.D. S.E.mean Diff. S.E.Diff. 
Rate 
Initial 74 264.49 55.54 6.46 
65.59 12.8 9 
Final 74 330.08 96.03 11.16 
Score 
Initial 74 55.80 14.76 1. 72 
9.75 2.45 
Final 74 65.55 14.94 1.74 
The mean score for the initial reading rate test was 
C.R. 
5.09 
3.98 
264.49 compared with 330.08 for the final. The critical ratio 
of 5.09 shows that this difference was statistically significan~ 
I 
The mean score for the initial comprehension test was 
55.80 compared with 65.55 for the final. The critical ratio 
of 3.98 shows that this difference was statistically 
significant. 
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Table XIX shows the comparison of the initial and final 
reading rates and comprehension scores for the first semester 
1956-57. 
TABLE XIX 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL READING RATE AND 
COMPREHENSION TESTS -FIRST SEMESTER 1956-57. 
Test Number Mean S . D. S.E.mean Diff. S.E.Diff. 
Rate 
Initial 116 266.47 64.8 7 6.02 
33.95 9.88 
F i nal 116 300.42 84.36 7. 8 3 
Score 
Initial 116 70.72 11.62 1.08 
6.41 1. 58 
Final 116 77.13 12.44 1.16 
C. R. 
3.44 
4 . 06 
I' 
The mean rate for the initial reading rate test was 266.47 I 
compared with 300.42 for the final test. The critical ratio 
of 3.44 shows that this difference was significant statisti-
cally. 
The mean comprehension score for the initial compreh ension 
I 
test was 70.72 compared with 77.13 for the final. The c r itical I 
ratio of 4.06 shows that this difference was statistically I 
significant. 
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Table XX shows the comparison of the initial and final 
rate of reading and comprehension tests for the second semester 
I 1956-57. 
I 
I TABLE XX COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL READING RATE AND 
I COMPREHENSION TESTS - SECOND SEMESTER 1956-57. 
Test Number Mean S.D. S.E.mean Diff. S.E.Dif£. C.R. 
1
1 Rate I Initial 102 245.91 52.57 5.20 
' 
58.10 8.75 6.64 
Final 102 304.01 71.06 7.0lf. 
II I Score 
102 78.00 12.41 1. 23 I Initial 
II 2.76 1. 57 1. 76 Final 102 80.76 9.92 • 98 
The mean rate for the initial reading comprehension test 
was 245.91 compared with 304.01 for the final. The critical 
~~ ratio of 6.64 shows that this difference was statistically 
significant. 
The mean comprehension score for the initial reading test 
l
was 78.00 compared with 80.76 for the final test. The critical 
ratio of 1.76 shows that this difference was not statistically 
II 
' significant. There are 92 chances in 100 that this .is a true 
difference in favor of the final test. 
t- ---
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Table XXI shows the comparison of the initial and f i nal 
1 scores for the spelling test for the first semester 1956-57. 
Test 
TABLE XXI 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL SPELLING 
SCORES -FIRST SEMESTER 1956-57. 
Number Mean S.D. S.E.mean. Diff. S.E.Diff. C.R. 
1 I nitial 104 65.17 14.83 1.45 
I 
II 
I 
11.06 1. 93 
Final 104 76.23 12.95 1.27 
The mean for the initial spelling test was 65.17 compared 
with 76.23 for the final. The critical ratio of 5.73 shows r 
that this difference was statistically significant in favo r of 
the final test. 
Table XXII shows the comparison of the initial and final 
spelling scores for the second semester 1956-57. 
Test 
Initial 
Final 
The 
TABLE XXII 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL SPELLING 
SCORES - SECOND SEMESTER 1956-57. 
Number Mean S.D. S.E.mean Diff. S.E.Diff. 
104 68.67 14.15 1. 74 
8.75 2.38 
104 77.42 13.16 1.62 
mean score for the initial spelling test was 68.67 
C.R. 
3.68 
II compared with 77.42 for the final. The critical ratio of 3.68 
shows that this difference was statistically significant in 
!favor of the final test. 
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I 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMl-1ARY AND CO:NCLUS I ONS 
The pqrpose of this study was to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of the reading program for the four semesters 
of the years 1955-56 and 1956-57. 
In the first semester of 1955-56 the test results of 
44 students were presented, in the second semester of 
1955-56 the test results of 71 students were presented, 
in the first semester of 1956-57 the test results of 
116 students were presented, and in the second semester 
1956-57 the test results of 113 students were presented. 
The tests used for comparison at the beginning and 
close of the course were: 
1. The English Cooperative Reading Comprehension 
Test. The lower level form was used for students in the 
ninth and tenth grades, and the higher level form for 
the students in the eleventh and twelfth grades. Different 
forms of these tests were used at the beginning and end 
of the course. 
2. The average of two selections from the silent 
reading material used in the course, viz., one selection 
. :32 
from The Harvard Reading Course ~~plell!ent~ Selections 
for ImproviQS_?_Eeed of Comprehension, and one selection 
from the Science Research Associates Better Readi ng Books 
for the first and second semesters of 1955-56. The first 
and second semesters of 1956-57 show figures for the com-
parison of i nitial and final reading rate and comprehension 
testa. For these semesters the comparison figures are 
based on the average of two selections from the Science 
Research Associates Better Reading Books, Book Three. 
This change in silent reading rate and comprehension 
material for testing purposes was e f fected because it 
was believed that the material proved too advanced for 
most of the students in the course. Some selections from 
the Harvard Reading Course Supplementary Selections for 
Improving Speed of Comprehension were read and discussed 
in the course as students proved more capable of coping 
with this advanced material, but not used for t esting. 
3· A diagnostic spelling test devised by the 
author composed of fifty words the f i rst twenty-five of 
which were repeated in the final testing. These twenty-
five words represent words most commonly misspelled by 
high school a nd college students, and the other twenty-
five words employ five basic spelling generalizations in 
English. 
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I 
CONCLUSIONS 
I. It appears that the program is effective as measur-
ed by the mean gains in total reading for all four semester~: 
a. first semester 1955-56 shows a mean gain in total 
reading of 4.66 in percentile score with a critical ratio 
of 2.44. 
b. second semester 1955-56 shows a mean gain in 
total reading of 8.58 in percentile score with a critical 
ratio of 3.06. 
c. first semester 1956-57 shows a mean gain in 
total reading of 18.35 with a critical ratio of 6.48. 
d. seco nd semester 1956-57 shows a mean gain of 
6.15 in percentile score with a critical r a.tio of 2.25. 
It is noteworthy to mention that the students in 
the first semester 1955-56 course did not enter the read-
ing course voluntarily, but rather at the instigation of 
the deans of the school and the selection of the reading 
instructor who chose students below the twenty-fifth per-
centile. In the following three semesters students entered 
the course voluntarily or at the suggestion of their par-
ents or deans. 
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II 
II. It appears that the vocabulary materials and tech-
niques of the course were more effective the second year. 
• 
a. first semester 1955-56 shows a mean gain of .50 
with a critical ratio of .13. 
b. second semester shows a mean gain of 3.90 in 
percentile score with a critical ratio of 1.19. 
c. first semester 1956-57 shows a mean gain of 12.70 
in percentile score with a critical ratio of 4.16. 
d. second semester 1956-57 shows a mean gain of 5.35 
in percentile score with a critical ratio of 1.94. 
Several exercises and lessons in Latin and Greek roots 
and affixes were introduced into the course in the second 
year, as well as tachistoscopic practice for short periods. 
III. It appears that the greatest gains for the four 
semesters were in the area of speed of reading. 
a. first semester 1955-56 shows mean gains of 10.50 
' in percentile score with a critical ratio of 2.21, and a 
gain of 63.60 in reading rate with a critical ratio of 3.01. 
b. second semester 1955-56 shows mean gain of 12.30 
in percentile score with a critical ratio of 4.09, and a gain 
of 65.59 in reading rate with a critical ratio of 5.09. 
c. first semester 1956-57 shows mean gain of 26.25 in 
percentile score with a critical ratio of 9.38, and gains in 
reading rate of 33.95 with a critical ratio of 3.44. 
I 
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• 
d. second semester 1956-57 shows mean gain of 6.75 
in percentile score with a critical ratio of 2.27, and a 
mean gain of 58.10 in reading rate with a critical ratio of 
6.64. 
IV. It appears that significant gains were made in 
comprehension. 
a. first semester 1955-56 shows mean gain of 9.72 
in percentile score with a critical ratio of 2.09. 
b. second semester 1955-56 shows mean gain of 6.74 
in percentile score with a critical ratio of 2.93. 
c. first semester 1956-57 shows mean gain of 13.33 
in percentile score with a critical ratio of 4.96. 
d. second semester 1956-57 shows a mean gain of 
1.10 in percentile score with a critical ratio of .42. 
V. It appears that significant gains were made in 
spelling. 
a. first semester 1956-57 shows a mean gain of 
11.06 in percent with a critical ratio of 5.73. 
b. second semester 1956-57 shows a mean gain of 
8.75 in percent with a critical ratio of 3.68. 
The spelling test was not administered the first 
year. 
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In summary it appears that gains in mean percentile score 
were made in all phases of the reading program viz. vocabulary, 
speed of reading, and level of comprehension, for all four 
semesters of the two year study. 
Lastly, it appears that greater gains in mean percentile 
score were made in the second year of the program than in 
the . first year • 
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DIAGNOSTIC SPELLING TEST 
COMMONLY MI SPRONOUNCED WORDS 
1. accidentHlly 
2. arctic 
3. artist i cally 
4 . athletic 
5 . bankruptcy 
6. council 
7 . councilor 
8 . coun s el 
9. counselor 
10. curiosity 
11 . de s cr i be 
12. disastrous 
13 . equipment 
14. evidently 
15. genealogy 
16. government 
17. height 
18. lightning 
19 . misch ievous 
20. performance 
21 . publicly 
22. sacrileg ious 
23. surprise 
24 . temperament 
25. undoubtedly 
SPELLING GENERALIZATIONS 
Silent f inal e 
26. amusemen t 
27. arguing 
28. desirable 
29 . excus able 
30. unfor givable 
31 . changeable 
32 . noisily 
Doubling one and two syllable words 
ending in single consonant preceded by 
a single vowel 
33 . reddish 
34 . tr a ining 
3 5 . trimming 
36. comp e l l ed 
37. equipped 
38. conferring 
39 . preference 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
Rul e of i before e 
ceiling 
heinous 
foreign 
skein 
44 . grievous 
Final y pre c eded by a 
consonant 
i1 5. accompanied 
46 . chimneys 
47 . lil ies 
48. turkeys 
49. dutifully 
50 . j ourn~ys · 
Twenty- five words using 
spelling genera l izations 
given at end of course. 
_ First twent y-five are the 
same . 
26. forcing 
27. imag inable 
28 . moving 
29 . pursuing 
30. lovely 
31 • . noticeable 
32. veng eance 
33 . thinnest 
34. committed 
35. allotted 
36. quarreled 
37 . si gnaling 
38. cramped 
39. deferring 
40 . deference 
41. perceive 
42. h einous 
43. conceive 
44. reign 
45. tier 
46. busied 
47. ponies 
48 . enjoying 
49 . greedily 
50 . accompaniment 
SCARSDALE HIGH SCHOOL 
Alarm Clock Technique 
For 
Speeded Reading 
This is a transfer device for use in connection with rate controller 
work or speed exercise timed by a teacher. Unless some effort is 
made to read rapidly under more normal conditions, the artificial 
speed devices may fail to have any permanent effect. 
1. Select a novel or book of easy non-fiction. 
for this purpose only. 
Keep the book 
2. Set the alarm clock for 10 or 15 minutes ahead of the time 
when reading is to begin. 
3. Read the book as rapidly as possible until the alarm clock 
rings. Try to get the same feeling of speed you have when 
you are using the rate controller or when someone is timing 
you. 
4. When the alarm rings, note the number of pages you have read; 
for example, 5 1/4, 6 2/3, etc. Do not try to count words 
exactly. Write the number of pages down beside the date of 
your reading record. A card slipped into the book will do. 
5. Close the book. 
6. Tell yourself out loud the story of what you read. Why do 
you recite out-rou~You will be much more conscious of 
the fact that you do not remember very well if you do it 
out loud. You must be able to recite well. Speed without 
recall~ wh~ you read~~ useless. 
7. Do this exercise every day or at least every other day. 
Fewer practices than this will probably have little value. 
Keep your record card up to date so that you can see your 
progress. 
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Step 1 
Survey 
SCARSDALE HIGH SCHOOL 
Steps in Textbook Study 
_..__ . _...._._..__. 
- Look through the whole assignment. Read the headings if 
there are any. Read the summary if there is one. Try to 
get the general idea of the content of the whole lesson. 
Later you can piece the details into the framework which 
you have in mind, and the whole lesson will mean more to 
you. 
Step 2 - Think of the questions which are likely to be answered in 
Question the lesson. Often the headings can very easily be turned 
into questions. Use them~ If any heading does not tell 
you plainly what question is to be answered in that 
section, use this question: What does the author expect 
me to learn about (this topic)from studying this section? 
If there are no paragr-aph headings, skim the section 
quickly for the main ideas. 
Step 3 -
Read 
Step 4 -
Recite 
Study the lesson to find the answers to the questions. 
Do not stop to read every word carefully; concentrate on 
finding the main point. You cannot remember all the facts 
you find, so you must look for the important ones, of 
which there will be only one or two for each section. 
Don't pick out too many. Do not try to memor i ze the facts 
at this-pQint; just-sort out the ones you need as you go 
along. 
Study guide. Fold or rule a sheet of large-sized notebook 
paper lengthwise, down the middle. On the left list the 
topics discussed in the book. If there are paragraph 
head i ngs in bold-faced type, use them. If not, list the 
main ideas found in the preliminary survey. Leave space 
between topics. 
When you have finished reading a section and picking out 
the one or two points to remember, list on the right the 
key words of the ideas or facts you have decided are most 
important for each topic. Do not do this until after you 
have read a section and thought about it. This is the 
most vital part of your studying, and you can't tell what 
is important until you have read all the facts. 
Go back over the lesson immed i ately. Cover the right hand 
side of your paper and check the headings on the left. 
Ask yourself : "Do I remember what this section was about ?" 
or "Can I ans'\17er this question?" If you find that you 
cannot, you know that you must look at the key words, or 
even go back to the book if necessary, in order to restudy 
the par t icular part which you did not understand or have 
forgotten. Step 4 is very important. Giving yourself an 
immediate quiz on what you have just studied is the best 
possible way to prevent forgetting. 
Practice until you can recite on the whole study guide 
without referring to the key words. Then practice some 
more. This extra practice is what really pays off.-----
Step 5 - Some time later, and also before an examination, go back 
e w to you r he a-d-i-rrg--s-an J ques t 1on~aga1n a n a q u-r-z-you r s-er-r~.---~---­
Reread only those parts which you have forgotten. If you 
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have taken Steps 1, 2, 3, and 4 faithfully, you will find 
that you do not have too much t o restudy. 
STUDENTS OFTEN THINK THAT THEY ARE DOING A PARTICULARLY 
GOOD JOB OF STUDYING WHEN THEY READ THE SAME MATERIALS 
OVER AND OVER AGAIN. THIS IS NOT TRUE. IF THF. RIGHT 
KIND OF STUDYING IS DONE IN THE FIRST PLACE, THERE WILL 
BE NO NEED FOR EXTENSIVE RESTUDYING. 
l 
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1:/rite a precis of each of' the following select if,ns l<'ir;:r t; · ..• n.!re. 
_ .bstract o Boilt down a selection to one third o::? ono fou1•th :>f ·:·.b-"'1 
... .".r·:~:!u1. n,__~_ ld cleAr, concise sentences. 
·-< That wonderful ~JOrld of high mountains, d~:1:~.zling in the:i.r !'O~-~~ 
l( ioo .1 acts as a n:I!t:r; .... u:m catalyst It suggests the inf·inite bu.t 5.t is 
r ;: tho infinite. Th9 heights give us only what we ourse lves bring t ·~ 
·-·~,L Clim.b:tng is a means cf slef~expressiono Its jua·i:; ificatj_on 1.::.n:3 
. , i;b.o mel.'l it deo-elopa, its heroes and :i.ts sHlnts, · l,his was th9 Cfli-;~:ut:,. r,J. 
1: ·· .• !. H~·.:.: e;h a whole na.t ion gz•asped when it offered its praiBe end ~,d.,1i. !.'·· 
.t•;1.c.~·) to t;he conquerors of Annapurna. l-1an overcom9s himself ~, affh·m:3 {:~.:..~.~L­
J\:·. ~nd reRllzes himself in t.he str·,uggle toHard the summit, tm.·n.t:rd t'.e 
'""'.:-·ol1.Le., In the extreme t ,,.·.1sion of the str•uggle s :J!.". the fronti·~r t1f dc:..-.c 
.h. tJ.n~:.verse diaa.p·pea.rs and drops away beneath us, Spa.ceJ! t~1.me faa:n. ·S.1.::'l'v:;' 
·---~,no J.onger exist., Everything then becom s quite simple. b.s o·:1 the c·'es·c 
~,.[' o -v .... vo, or in the heart o.f a cyclone, we are sts:->angely crllm-,·· ncr·.:. C.t~·~:J c·:i'; 1 
,t e-.:r·J t; ine ss. but the heart o 1' act ion itself " Then we know \ ·J it h · h:~olu .. t;:-; 
~e .'·:.,n."J.ntythat there is something indestructible in us !I o.gainst "Fib.:i.ch ::l.)·t.b.1.·~g 
, ~1.a.l1 p1•avallo LUCIEN DAVIES From ~~~~,Herzog 
e 2 If man were for>Jed to demonstrate for himself all the truths of - h:i.ct 
3 nnkGn dally use, his ts.sk would never endo He lrvould exhaust his s t!:·e';'l£,~ ; !·;_ 
: .. n ·)repe~r·atory demonstrati ons without ever advancing beJond ther!lnli3" f:.." ;Yi. 
~ t1e n:·wrtness of his life, he has not the time, nor, fr"o•n t ha 1 :i.m:.t; s ot 
'.J.s :l .. ltelJ..~.ge nca, the capacity. to act in thP,is vlay, he :ts r•adu~ed to tdc.:, 
u:. t~ust n host of facte and opinions ~hich he has not bad oith~r th~ tirn~ 
o. ·ch<S po-v.rer to verify for himself, but whi.ch men of &!:!' '3 ater ·9uili-t-;~r b;~ve 
~·,Jvud. out .II or which the crm-1d adopts .. On this ~!'oundwork he r, is·:ts ·1 h::.3c3lf 
·.;~.lo 3i.ructure of his own thoughts; he is not led to proceed :i.D ·th:.~; -~·1'-lt.ms~.:' 
<"1:~ · ch:d.cG,. but is con strained by the inflexible low of his his .~on d:i·~ :i.o:: .• 
:'bore ia no philosopher in ·the world so great but that he beli8ves r1 11i:l .. l:l.on 
·:~;.ings on faith of other people and accepts a great many nwl'e t l:'uths Gh;.:;r: 
'-19 de-:iio:ns"l:;rates" ALEXIS DE: TOCQ:UEVILLE 
J, i·tJny a \·Jaak-and party, no doubt, could be changed fl"Om a t1l•esome 
pol1';:;eness to a very real deli~ht, if there Wc3re some way of e:i.ving F~'t!e'J::.; 
and hosts- the privilege of spo:r•ting the oak" " A room fo:r theme3El1 Vfl~-
o:- a favorite spot :l.n the out --of- doors ··· and aopro?risto signfl to ind:t. 
chta that f'or the time being all rules of visitjng were affp Curio:3 . y eno··:.~h. 
··lh.tle we always wlsh sincerely to make our invited friends happy, WE! f(~1ol 
ompt:;llod by the laws of social et:i.quet te to make them unhappyn 1fne Ui:Yl'o"'··. 
una~:e ~·&ct about. the la1o1s of social etiquett;~ is that they tPke P~'·ount ~Jf 
.. l'Ttn-:.·1 beings only in their plural relations., T ere s1--1ould be on et1 ~u~tt~ G 
Ol. :•:sou >co L:> t Our Guests Alone". For our guests are hpmon be~tngs Ht•O, lJl.;.:r;;, 
ou·. ueJ. -·~ ;~ re spond to the l~hythms of life . \-laking is balanced by s1oe;;:-dnp;~ 
:·:-·J .. ll-i:.lia vivacious tensicn of social togethernes s must be b~lnnct::C:. ~-'':r 
~;_e 0 lle ·::; roe la;~at ion of being by ourse 1 ves o H .A" Ove:r'st.ree t 
SCARSDALE HIGH SCHOOL 
VOCABULARY BUILDL~G - DERIVATION OF WORDS 
Words are built from three el~~ent~: roots, prefixes, and suffixes. 
1. The root of a word furnishes the basic meaning. 
The prefix, which is placed before the root, gives a particular 
modif·ication to the root meaning. 
The suffix, which follows the root, has chiefly an inflectional 
significance. It shows, in general, the grammatical classifi-
cation of a word: thus ing indicates a present participle or a 
gerund; ed indicates a past tense or a pas~ participle. Sometimes 
the suffix has a definite meaning also, Thu5, readable with able 
as a suffix means able to be read; the suffix also classifies the 
word as an adjective. 
EXAMPLE OF WORD STRUCTURE: retraction. The . root is tract - the 
Latin trahere, tractus, meaning ~draw; the prefix re -means 
back or again; and the suffix - tion signifies the act of and 
indicates the word is a noun. Thus retraction is a noun meaning 
the act of drawing back. 
2. Some words retain their original meaning with little or no change, 
but others ~hange slightly or considerably. Thus in the word 
conspire, which originally meant to breathe together, now carries 
the idea of plotting together. 
PREFIXES 
a, ab, ab s 
ante 
anti 
bi 
circum 
co, con, c urn 
contra 
de 
di, dis 
inter 
intra 
non 
per 
post 
pre 
pro 
re 
retro 
sub 
super 
trans 
un 
125-57 English 
MEANING 
away, from 
before 
against 
two 
around 
with , together 
against 
from, away 
negative 
between 
within 
not 
through 
after 
before 
forward 
back, again 
backward 
under 
above 
across 
not 
ROOTS 
audio 
bene 
capio, captus 
cedo, cessus 
corpus 
credo 
curro 
dico, dictus 
do, datus 
duco, ductus 
facio, factus 
fero, latus 
j acio 
lex, legis 
locus 
malus 
manus 
mitto, missus 
pella, pulsus 
scribo, scriptus 
spec to 
spiro 
ten eo 
venia 
voco 
video 
-. 
MEANING 
hear 
well 
take, seize 
go 
body 
believe 
run 
say 
give 
lead 
make, do 
carry 
throw 
law 
place 
bad 
hand 
send 
drive 
write 
see, look 
breathe 
hold 
come 
call 
see 
; ( i { . ' ~ . : ' 
NAME THE ROOTS AND PREFIXES. GIVE THE ETYMOLOGICAL MEANING OF EACH 
WORD, AS INDICATED BY 'i'.HE .RO.Ot.' AND PREFIX, AND .SHOW THE RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN THAT MEANING AND THE , PRES~N.T ME,ANING (use a dictionary if 
necessary). 
1. respiration 
2. abs,tract 
3. incredible 
4. incorporate 
5. concurrent 
6. contradict 
7. recur 
8. dejected 
9. intervene 
10. secede 
11. propellor 
12. transmission 
13. benefactor 
14. projectile 
15. benediction 
16. audience 
17. prospectus 
18. credulous 
19. superannuated 
20. deportation 
21. tenant 
22. retrospection 
23. antecedent 
24. donor 
25. excursion 
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a,nn 
t~nphi 
dia 
hyper 
hypo 
para 
syn 
eu 
caco 
r1er:.e, !'lecnlo 
::'!icro 
r1acro 
tele 
ort!:o 
archae 
lletero 
l:0r.1 0 
olic 
pan,pan to 
poly 
no no 
bi 
di 
he~i 
wlthout;I not 
both, around 
through, r.~cross 
over, exccnsivcly 
under, less than 
bes :lde, contrary 
with, toGetr.er 
r;ood,, y;ell 
, bad, 111 
lnrr;e 
small 
lo.rc;e, lonr, 
far, distsnt 
correct, stra~r:ht 
ancient 
unlil{e 
50.1':19 
few 
all 
ne.ny 
one 
two 
twice, double 
half 
HOO':'S 
anthrop 
phil 
r.1.is.o 
b·iblio 
phqn 
r;rapb, c;1•am 
arch 
dem 
~en, GOn 
gyn,r;ynaec 
loG 
:r1eter 
theo 
pHth 
r;no 
chron 
chror:t 
dyn,dynar.t 
[~eo 
heli · 
therap 
center 
psych 
bio 
phys 
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.. bibliophile .;.. .. 
2. cacophony 
r£ 
v. mer;aphone 
4~. nec;alo:·:amiac 
5. nisnnthrope 
6. philanthrop.l.s t 
?. S}lr.lphony 
8. orthopbonic 
9. eul OGY 
10. olicarchy 
ll. hor.1o;.eneous 
12. r;encnlor;y 
13. I!lis o~ynls t 
14. pr0;7,nosticate 
15 .. apa thy 
r.ta.n, mankind 
love 
he.t.e 
book 
s·q:und 
write, describe 
rule 
people 
k:tlld,rac(;·, oric;i.n 
wo!"lan 
i dea, word, study 
measure 
god 
feelinr;, dlsecse 
know 
tir.te 
color 
power,force 
enrth 
srm 
cu.re 
center 
mind, soul 
life 
ne.ture 
